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Abstract – We address the management of jobs generated
by scalable applications in an environment that integrates
Grid system and cloud infrastructure. The complexity of the
management is high due to the differences of the cloud and
Grid computing models. There exist conflicts between the
preferences of owners and quality criteria defined by users.
Multi-agent systems achieve a significant success in solving
this problem. The agents are intelligent software entities
endowed with rights and responsibilities for servicing
computational processes. They interact to achieve their
goals. A representation of the needed knowledge and
designing agent functions taking into account specifics of
applications is a non-trivial problem for the known multiagent systems used for managing distributed computing in
practice. We propose a multi-agent system to manage jobs
in a heterogeneous distributed computing environment that
integrates Grid and cloud computing. To this end, we
implement new specialized models and tools for the agent
designing and operation. The model is based on the
integrated use of conceptual and finite state machine
programming paradigms. We demonstrate the advantages
of our system on an example of the job management of a
scalable application to solve optimization problems of
warehouse logistics.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Solving large-scale scientific and applied problems in
an environment that integrates the Grid and cloud
infrastructures causes new challenges for management
systems of user application jobs [1]. These challenges are
owing to differences in the cloud and Grid computing
models, as well as conflicts between resource owner
preferences and quality criteria of solving problems that
are determined by end users.
The agent approach enables to significantly mitigate
the aforementioned differences and conflicts through the
interaction and coordination of agents representing cloud
and Grid resources, their owners and users. Moreover, the
cooperation of agents in the problem-solving processes
significantly improves the quality of management.
Examples of successful applying multi-agent systems
(MASs) for managing problem-solving processes in
distributed computing environments that include cloud
infrastructure elements are given in [2, 3, 4].
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However, the efficiency of multi-agent management
largely depends on the completeness of knowledge about
problems of end users, environment resources,
applications and their jobs. When agents operate, they
have to receive and use such knowledge [5, 6]. Moreover,
an agent behavioral model and its capabilities are
determined by knowledge reflecting the agent subject
domain specifics. Thus, special tools are required in order
to create an agent with the necessary knowledge and
abilities for distributed computing management.
There is currently a large set of tools for the MASs
development. Some of them are successfully applied in
practice [7]. However, an agent creation automation and
knowledge representation about the subject domains and
system infrastructure (software and hardware of the
environment) in MASs are important challenges.
The purpose of our study is the development of agent
functioning model in the distributed computing
management process and tools for its design.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the
next Section, we give a brief overview of the known
MASs and comparative analysis of their characteristics.
Section 3 proposes a new agent behavior model for the
MAS developed for distributed computing management in
a heterogeneous distributed environment with virtualized
resources. Section 4 describes aspects of the agent
development automation process. Section 5 provides
experimental analysis. Section 6 concludes with a
summary of our study.
II.

RELATED WORK

The known MASs are successfully applied to manage
distributed computing [8, 9]. Among them are Condor-G
( s1 ) [10], GridSolve ( s2 ) [11], AppLes ( s3 ) [12], MAGE
( s4 ) [13] and MAAG ( s5 ) [14], and tool for planning jobs
of distributed computational system ( s6 ) [15]. Nowadays,
the special attention is on the multi-agent management of
cloud computing. Singh [16] presents an agent framework
( s7 ) for supporting scalability in cloud computing
environments by finding a cloud that fully satisfied user
requests when the used cloud is overloaded. Kalyaev A.
and Kalyaev I. [17] propose the system ( s8 ) for multi-
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agent scheduling in cloud computing environments taking
into account job completion deadlines.
In this regard, we developed the system ( s9 ) to
manage distributed computing in a heterogeneous
environment with virtualized resources. Architecture,
algorithms of functioning and capabilities of this multiagent system are described in detail in [6, 18, 19].
The listed-above systems differ in their capabilities for
distributed computing management. In the column named
c, Table 1 shows the following 18 characteristics c1-c18 of
the systems s1-s9 that significantly affect on the job
management efficiency:
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Resource allocation ( с6 ),



Environment monitoring ( с7 ),



Ability to model an agent behavior by other
agents ( с8 ),



Resource allocation optimization in the interest of
the environment ( с9 ),



Resource allocation optimization in the interest of
applications ( с10 ),



Matching resource owner preferences and quality
criteria of solving problems ( с11 ),



Centralized algorithm of agent interactions ( с12 ),



Decentralized algorithm of agent interactions
( с13 ),



Using a logical time system in the process of
sending messages from agents ( с14 ),



Applying by agents of economic mechanisms for
regulation of resources demand and supply ( с15 ),



Ability to play multiple roles by one agent ( с16 ),



Agent behavior model adjustment ( с17 ),



Learning of agents ( с18 ).

The symbol ‘+’ (‘–‘) means the possibility
(impossibility) of supporting a characteristic in systems.
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TABLE I.

The comparison results show the advantages and
drawbacks for each of the considered systems. For
example, the characteristic с2 is only represent in s9 .
Availability of the characteristics с1 , с3 , с4 , с6 and с7 is
common to all systems. As a rule, systems have one of the
characteristics с9 or с10 . Using the centralized algorithm
of agent interactions ( с12 ) strongly limits the management
system scalability.
The system s9 refers to middleware and does not
support some functions that are typical for traditional job
management systems. Nevertheless, this system has the
characteristics с2 , с5 , с8 , с11 and с15 , the availability of
which determines its advantages in comparison with other
systems. Algorithms of agent interactions that enable the
characteristics of c13-c18 provide reliable and efficient
operation of the system.
III.

AGENT BEHAVIOR MODEL

The proposed MAS (system s9 ) includes agents for
solving the following main tasks:


Problem formulating,



Computation planning,



Resources monitoring and allocation,



Job classification, specification and execution,



Parametric adjustment of agent functioning
algorithms based on simulation modeling.

The proposed agent behavior model is based on the
integrated use of the following three models:
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Conceptual model of the environment that
represents knowledge about both the specifics of
problem subject domains and environment objects
properties,



Finite state machine model determining agent
actions,



Logical time model designed to order events that
occur in a virtual community of agents.

A. Conceptual Model
The effective work of the MAS is based on the use of
five interconnected layers of knowledge. The first three
layers represent algorithmic knowledge. Among them are
the computational knowledge about software modules to
solve problems in subject domains and operate with
environment objects, schematic knowledge about the
modular structure of used algorithms, product knowledge
to support decision making in the selection of optimal
algorithms depending on the current environment state.
The last two layers describe software and hardware
infrastructure of the environment, and reflects properties
of administrative policies at computational nodes. All
layers of knowledge are represented in the form of a
conceptual model of the environment that is a special case
of the semantic network [20].
Let Z , F , M and R be the sets of parameters,
operations, program modules and resources represented in
the conceptual model.
Parameters, operations and their relations reflect the
schematic knowledge of subject domains of problems.
Operations from the set F determine the computability
relations on the set Z of parameters. There are two
subsets Z iin , Z iout  Z of parameters for each operation f i .
The subset Z iin determines input parameters of the
operation f i whose values are to be set to calculate values
of its output parameters from the subset Z iout .
Modules from the set M reflect computational
knowledge. They represent the program implementation
of the operations. The one module m j  M can
implement the one or several operations f i  F , where
i 1, l , j  1, k , l is a number of operations, k is a
number of modules. The semantics of the module and its
formal parameters is expressed through the purpose of the
operation and its parameters.

In the conceptual model, a module description
includes the following knowledge: hardware platform,
operating system, programming language, types of formal
parameters, transfer parameter method, modes of the nonstandard situation processing, additional program libraries,
compiler and its options, call format, expert comments
about module use aspects, etc.
Modules are executed on resources from the set R .
Each module can be executed in different resources.
Resources differ in their computational characteristics.
Therefore, the module execution time in different
resources is varied.
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To solve a problem, we have first to formulate it. In
this conceptual model, problems can be formulated in the
full or shortcut forms.
A problem formulation in the full form is defined as
the following: Calculate Y ' knowing X ' , executing F ' ,
using R ' and meeting the constraints c1 , c2 ,..., cv , where
X '  Z , Y '  Z , F '  F , R '  R , ci  Z is the ith
optimization criterion for a problem-solving scheme,
ci  min(max) , cimin  ci  cimax , i  i, v , cimin and

cimax are the limits for ci . This formulation coincides with
problem-solving scheme (workflow).
A problem can have several solutions. Users can
formulate less strict (shortcut) problems with elements of
uncertainty. Shortcut problem formulation is defined in
the following form: Calculate Y '? knowing X '? ,
executing F '? , using R '? and meeting the constraints
c1 , c2 ,..., cv ? . The symbol ‘?’ means uncertainty in the
corresponding element of the problem formulation or lack
of this element. The procedural and non-procedural
problem formulations are formed on the base of the
shortcut problem formulation. These formulations have
the following forms:


Execute F ' using R ' and meeting the constraints
c1 , c2 ,..., cv ,



Calculate Y ' knowing X ' , using R ' and meeting
the constraints c1 , c2 ,..., cv .

Uncertainty is eliminated at the stages of computation
planning and resource allocation based on the use of
heuristic methods for multi-criteria optimization in the
process of local interactions between agents.
We distinguish subsets of system parameters and
operations of corresponding sets of parameters and
operations of the conceptual model. System parameters
reflect environment object characteristics. System
operations represent algorithms for the computation
planning, resources monitoring and allocation,
computational process modeling and other actions. During
distributed computing, values of system parameters are
determined by a specialized meta-monitoring system [21].
Part of the conceptual model that includes system
parameters and operations represents knowledge about the
software and hardware infrastructure of the environment,
and reflects properties of administrative policies at
computational nodes. It is used by agents to formulate
their goals and plan actions.
B. Finite State Machine Model
The agent functioning is carried out using the
paradigm of automata-based programming [22]. The agent
model M a is represented as the following:





M a  sm p , smic, j : i  1, m, j  1, n , Q  ,

where sm p is a parent finite state machine, smic, j are
child finite state machines, m is a number of virtual
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communities in which agent is included, n is a number of
agent roles, Q is a set of agent messages, i and j are
indexes of the virtual community and agent role. The main
function of the parent finite state machine sm p is creating
the child finite state machine smic, j at each agent inclusion
into the new virtual community.
A model of the parent finite state machine sm p is
represented as the following:

sm p  S p , s0p , A p , h p , V  ,
where S p is a set of states, s0p  S p is the initial state,

A p  F is a set of actions, h p  F is the logical function
that determines transitions between states, V is a set of
global variables that are available child finite state
machines. We define the machine state as an action state,
which is a sequence of system operations performed over
the set of system parameters of the conceptual model.
A model of the child finite state machine smic, j is
represented as the following:
smic, j  S cj , s cj ,0 , Acj , h cj , Ti  ,

where Sос – is a set of states, s cj ,0  S cj – is the initial state,

Acj  F – is a set of actions, hcj  F – is the logical
function that determines transitions between states, Ti is a
system of the logical time for ith virtual community.
Child finite state machines of different agents that are
included into the same virtual community interact using
messaging. Messages are transferred through parent finite
state machines. Machines that are child of the same parent
machine exchange information about shared resources
through the global variables of the parent machine and
agent knowledge base.
Let us denote by I and L  Z correspondingly the
set of action indexes from the set A p  A1c  ...  Anc and
the set of logical parameters, the values of which change
because of performed actions.
Logical parameters
determine the current states of environment objects and
the MAS. We define the functions h p : L  i and
h cj : L  i that determine transitions of parent and child

of virtual community agents. It provides a partial order
relation on the set of events in the virtual community
taking into account their conditionality [23]. In general,
information from virtual community agents enters into
common message pools of agents in a random order. The
use of the function for dating messages ensures their
processing in the corresponding logical sequence. We use
a two-message protocol [24]. It can lead to data
duplication, but does not allow loss of information. The
last protocol property is ensured because of all messages
contain temporary message markers and identifiers of
virtual communities of agents. Thus, the used protocol
provides the reliability of messaging between agents.
IV.

AGENT DEVELOPMENT AUTOMATION

We implement the MAS with JADE framework [25].
JADE includes a set of standard agents for managing other
created agents, and a library of standard classes for Javaprograms. In general, the agent platform created with
JADE includes the following components:


One or more computational nodes,



Standard agents Agent Management System,
Directory Facilitator and Remote Monitoring
Agent,



Agents of the created MAS.

Standard agents are created automatically when the
agent platform is started using JADE tools.
The agent development with JADE is a very laborious
and routine work. It requires high programmer skills to
implement the representation and use of object-oriented
knowledge by agents.
In this regard, we propose a new approach to the agent
development automation based on the use of an additional
tool over JADE that significantly simplifies the agents
design and creation. This tool includes Agent Designer
and Agent Generator subsystems.
Agent Designer is used for conceptual modeling the
agent subject domain. It enables to describe agents, their
roles, virtual communities, machine states, functions and
graphs of their transitions, and relations between objects.

machines correspondingly, i  I , j  1, n .
C. Logical Time Model
A logical time system is created for each virtual
community. Its model is represented as the following:

Ti  Tl , Tm , g d , gm , gc  ,
where Tl is a domain of logical time values, Tm  Tl is a
domain of time markers for dating messages, g d , gm and
gc are functions to date events, mark messages and

Figure 1. Fragments of the conceptual model

Fig. 1 shows fragments of the conceptual model. The
model objects have the following interpretation:

compare logical time values, i  1, m .



G is a set of transition graphs,

A logical time system uses a vector clock in which the
number of time vector components is equal to the number



A is a set of agents,
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VC is a set of virtual communities of agents,



R is a set of agent roles,



S is a set of states for parent and child machines



o1 , o2 ,..., o8 are relations between objects of the
conceptual model.

Let us note that the sets F and S are connected by
two relations o4 and o5 . The relation o4 connects states
with operations that implement transition functions. The
relation o5 connects states with other system operations.
The agent knowledge base is created on the basis of the
considered fragment of the conceptual model.
Agent Generator is applied to create abstract programs
that determine agent actions at states. Abstract programs
are created based on the static or dynamic computation
planning [20]. Agent Generator automatically generates
the agent code in the Java terms according to abstract
programs. It uses the conceptual model, knowledge base, a
library of standard classes of JADE, and library of original
algorithms of the agent functioning. Algorithms represents
functions (operations) of agents. Generating the agent
code is implemented based on the framework-approach to
programming that ensures rapid development of agents. A
support of action planning makes it possible to adapt the
agent behavior to solve new problems.
V.

ts is a summary time of solving the optimization
problems in seconds.
TABLE I.

JOB FLOW EXECUTION PARAMETERS

Parameter

Condor-G

GridWay

MAS

n0

1387

1587

1683

tq

87260

80100

75266

k
ts

94.34%

95.24%

95.34%

87053

86231

80115

Fig. 2 demonstrates the improvement of all job flow
execution parameters in percentages for the MAS versus
Condor-G and MAS versus GridWay. We can see a
significant improvement for the parameters n0 , tq and ts .
At the same time, the average processor utilization k with
the MAC is not inferior to the same parameters with
Condor- G and GridWay, and even slightly exceeds them.

EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

We compare job flow execution under the
management of the MAS, Condor-G and GridWay [26].
To this end, we generated the job flow in accordance with
the obtained computational history of the real job flow
including jobs for solving optimization problems of
warehouse logistics in practice [27].
The real flow was executed in the environment with
dedicated resources for cloud computing under OpenStack
management [28] and non-dedicated resources under PBS
Torque management [29]. PBS Torque also was used in
virtual machine images. The MAS managed the real flow
that included jobs of different classes. In this context,
subject domain specifics for agents is execution jobs of
various classes in the integrated environment including
resources for Grid and cloud computing.
The generated job flow was executed in the same
environment. Condor and GridWay were used as metaschedulers. We replaced PBS Torque with HTCondor
when Condor-G was used.
Thus, we compare execution parameters of the real
and generated job flows. Table I shows the following
compared parameters:


n0 is a number of jobs with zero waiting time in
queues,



tq is an average waiting time in queues in
seconds,



k is an average processor utilization for resources
that used in solving the optimization problems,
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Figure 2. Improvement of job flow execution parameters with the MAS

The parameters improvement with the MAS is due to
the development and adjustment of agents with the special
behavior model for scheduling the job distribution
between dedicated and non-dedicated resources in
accordance with job classes that determine requirements
to resources. In comparison with the MAS, Condor-G and
GridWay do not have this capability.
All experiments were carried out in the environment
based on the resources of the public access computer
center “Irkutsk supercomputer center of SB RAS” [30].
VI. CONCLUSION
We address a relevant problem related to the multiagent management of distributed computing. To this end,
we developed the MAS for job flow management in the
heterogeneous distributed computing environment
including virtualized resources. We also propose new
tools to create agents and design their behavior models.
We provide practical experiments and extensive
modeling to evaluate the effectiveness of our approach to
multi-agent management and utility of the MAS
capabilities.
The conducted experimental analysis shows that
applying the special behavior model that can be
implemented for agents and adjusted to their subject
domain specifics enables to significantly improve
distributed computing management in comparison with
the known management systems.
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